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Press Release 
DFS GUAM  

 
GUAM SUPERIOR COURT VOIDS LOTTE DUTY FREE CONCESSION 
CONTRACT, FINDING THAT THE GUAM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
AUTHORITY DEPRIVED DFS AND ALL OTHER PROPOSERS OF A 

FULL AND FAIR CONSIDERATION OF THEIR PROPOSALS 
 

Tamuning, Guam – February 3, 2018 

Almost five years ago, DFS began its effort to bring to the public eye the need for integrity, 
fairness and an adherence to the rule of law in Guam.  This effort began when it became clear 
that the Guam International Airport Authority (“GIAA”) wrongfully awarded the duty free 
concession agreement to Lotte.  

Today, DFS is pleased to announce that the Guam Superior Court has found that the GIAA 
violated multiple provisions of Guam Procurement Law in awarding the duty free concession 
contract to Lotte and – as a result – has declared the Lotte duty free concession agreement void.  
The Hon. Arthur Barcinas of the Guam Superior Court agreed with DFS after reviewing 
hundreds of pages of briefs and evidence, which was followed by a week’s worth of hearings.  
After considering competing motions for summary judgment brought by DFS and the Guam 
International Airport Authority (“GIAA”) respectively, the Guam Superior Court ruled entirely 
in DFS’ favor.  

• GIAA violated Guam Law by failing to administer the duty free concession RFP properly 
in proceeding with the duty free concession RFP by failing to comply with the 
requirement to adopt and finalize legislatively mandated criteria governing that RFP.  
 

• GIAA violated Guam Law by filing an incomplete record of the documents and 
transcripts related to the duty free concession contract procurement, known as the 
“procurement record.”  GIAA is required by law to maintain the procurement record to 
ensure transparency in the process and to make it more difficult for GIAA or a bidder to 
act unethically.   
 

• GIAA violated Guam Law by violating the “automatic stay” requirement set forth in 
Guam Procurement Law.  The automatic stay rule requires GIAA to cease any actions 
related to the award of the RFP during the pendency of a protest.  The Court found that 
GIAA has been in violation of this obligation for nearly five years and that everything 
GIAA has done regarding the airport duty free concession since April 23, 2013, including 
its “entering” into an agreement with Lotte for the airport duty free concession, was 
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completely unauthorized and therefore void.  The violation of this “automatic stay” 
requirement arose from GIAA’s calculated plan to deny DFS’s protest #1 on a Friday 
afternoon, May 17, 2013 and “enter” into the Lotte contract on Saturday May 18, 2013.  
GIAA’s transparent and misguided strategy to wrongly install Lotte at the airport while 
ignoring multiple bidders’ pending protests has failed.    
 

• GIAA “deprived DFS and, by extension, all other unsuccessful proposers their right to a 
full and fair consideration of their proposals by not adopting legislatively mandated 
criteria, by not using the correct method of source selection and by maintaining an 
incomplete procurement code.”   
 

• As a result, the Guam Superior Court has voided the RFP for the GIAA duty free 
concession No. GIAA 010-FY12 and voided and set aside Lotte’s duty free 
concession contract. 

In addition, the Court denied all of GIAA’s efforts to terminate DFS’s lawsuits with respect to 
the allegations that Lotte gave improper gifts to GIAA board members, that Lotte was allowed to 
change its Minimum Annual Guarantee (“MAG”) after the bid submission deadline so that it 
would barely beat out DFS’s proposed MAG, that Lotte paid improper success fees to its 
consultants, that Lotte submitted knowing false affidavits in support of its bids, and that Lotte 
otherwise acted in violation of the terms of the RFP with GIAA’s full blessing.  All of these 
constitute additional violations of Guam Procurement Law. 

This is the now the third time that a court or tribunal has found that the GIAA violated a law or a 
contract in connection with its misconduct arising from the duty free concession contract.   

On May 10, 2016, an international arbitration panel ruled completely in DFS’s favor, finding that 
GIAA had wrongfully seized several millions of dollars from DFS.  This money was improperly 
seized by GIAA from a letter of credit posted in connection with an airport contract.  DFS has 
always maintained that this plain violation of the applicable law was done in retaliation for the 
efforts made by DFS to seek redress for the improper award of the duty free concession contract 
to Lotte in violation of Guam law.  That award – of over $2.5 million dollars – remains unpaid to 
this day, and continues to accrue statutory interest.  (See attached Press Release of May 10, 
2016).  

Second, on June 30, 2017, the Guam Superior Court Judge Hon. Anita Sukola found that GIAA 
violated Section 10103 of the Sunshine Act and Section 8111 of the Guam Open Government 
Law.  This violation of Guam’s critical public accountability statutes occurred as a result of 
GIAA’s steadfast refusals to produce documents related to secret, closed-door meetings held by 
the GIAA in connection with its improper award of the airport concession RFP to Lotte.  Just as 
with the arbitration finding, to this day, GIAA has refused to turn over these documents withheld 
in violation of Guam law (See attached Press Release of June 30, 2017).  
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As DFS has consistently stated since the beginning of its efforts to require the GIAA and Lotte to 
comply with Guam law, federal law and the terms of the RFP, DFS remains undeterred in its 
efforts to ensure that the GIAA and Lotte are held to account for their misconduct.  DFS remains 
steadfast in its commitment to honesty in government  

DFS attorney Maurice M. Suh stated: “We are very pleased that the Guam Superior Court has 
found that GIAA violated the Guam Procurement law in wrongfully awarding the duty free 
concession contract to Lotte.  Although this is a significant step in the right direction, DFS looks 
forward to continuing to press its claims against both GIAA and Lotte to seek redress for its 
misconduct and the considerable damage done to both DFS and Guam.  We are confident in the 
rule of law in Guam, which was clearly vindicated by these decisions.  This is a case about 
speaking truth to power, and the people of Guam are the true winners today.” 


